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Overview
CLIMATOLOGY OF THE ARBUCKLE-SIMPSON AQUIFER REGION

Photo courtesy of Toni Klemm, South Central Climate Science Center

Since 2000, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration has identified eight droughts 
nationwide as billion-dollar weather disasters based on both damages and costs, such as from 
crop loss.  The most recent widespread drought during 2011, which affected much of Oklahoma, 
resulted in estimated damages and costs of over $10 billion. Drought can result in crop, pasture, 
and forest damage; increased livestock and wildlife mortality; increased fire hazard; threats to 
aquatic and wildlife habitats; increased water demand; and reduced water supplies.

Nestled in south-central Oklahoma, the karst Arbuckle-Simpson aquifer underlies more than 
500 square miles and is the sole-source of the area’s 140 springs. The aquifer sustains flow in 
headwater streams, including the Blue River – the only free-flowing river in Oklahoma. The 
springs, streams, and aquifer are the principal source of drinking water for 150,000 people in 
Ada, Sulphur, Tishomingo, and the surrounding rural areas. Drought is part of the region’s 
history, and the variability in this climate feature challenges city utility managers, Chickasaw 
spiritualists, ranchers, the National Park Service, rural water district managers, and others who 
rely on the Arbuckle-Simpson water.

This report, serving as a component of grant NOAA-OAR-CPO-2011-2002561 awarded to the 
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), outlines the climatological history of the 
Arbuckle-Simpson region. It provides context for the ethnographic research led by Dr. Heather 
Lazrus, NCAR principal investigator.
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Introduction
Drought has long been part of the natural ecosystem in the Southern High Plains of the United 
States due to its location in a transition zone on the North American continent between the 
humid subtropical climate of the southeastern U.S. and the more arid western U.S. (Woodhouse 
and Overpeck 1998; Schubert et. al 2004; Cook et al. 2007). Long-term droughts can create 
additional hardships in the form of severe wildfire seasons and insect plagues that can further 
damage ecosystems already weakened from drought (Cook et al. 2007) as well as damage to 
crop and pasture land. Even short-lived droughts can have high economic impacts (Cole et al. 
2002) with water demands increasing as water supplies decrease. In the past century alone 
Oklahoma has experienced several severe droughts (the 1910s, the 1930s, 1954-1957, 2006, and 
2011-2012).

Longer drought duration is of great concern because the recovery from the cumulative damage 
during consecutive drought years can inflict is intense and long-lasting (Cook et al. 2007). It is 
difficult to determine if recent Oklahoma droughts have been of longer duration than previous 
ones, but given that drought is predicted to become a more common occurrence over the next 
century due to global climate change (Seager and Vecchi 2010), it is vital that stakeholders begin 
including increased drought frequency and duration in their long-term water management 
plans. With the extensive history of drought in this region, it is crucial to the communities, 
agricultural, and business interests that long-term drought variability and its causes be better 
understood (Cook et al. 2007). Proper management of water resources will also be important 
and essential to protect supplies for drinking water, sanitation, and fire protection as well as to 
maintain economic activity and environmental sustainability.

The Arbuckle-Simpson Aquifer in south-central Oklahoma, situated in the heart of the 
Chickasaw Nation, is the state’s only sole-source groundwater basin and sustains the Blue 
River, the state’s only free-flowing river. Management of the Arbuckle-Simpson water resources 
has long been a critical issue because of the demands on the watershed’s limited water supply. 
The springs serve as a long-term example of competing needs and climatic stresses. The 
primary recharge mechanism is precipitation; yet the region’s annual precipitation is highly 
variable, ranging from 20-58 inches (50-147 cm) since 1885 and resulting in irregular recharge of 
the aquifer and its surface waters. The recent 2010-2013 drought reduced the flow of some 
springs to zero.
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Figure 1. Annual precipitation (in inches; diamond) and five-year weighted average (color shading) 
averaged from gauges across south-central Oklahoma. Periods when the average was greater (less) than 

the long-term average are shaded in green (brown).

The source of the area’s 140 springs is the Arbuckle-Simpson Aquifer, a karst structure that 
underlies more than 500 square miles in south-central Oklahoma. The aquifer sustains flow in 
several headwater streams, including the Blue River, which is the only free-flowing river in 
Oklahoma. The springs are also the principal source of drinking water for ~39,000 people 
residing in Ada, Sulphur, Tishomingo, and the surrounding rural areas. Because the majority of 
the aquifer is located underneath Climate Division 8 in Oklahoma, this report focuses on the 
meteorological history of this climate division with the goal of combining the meteorological 
history with ethnographic interviews in order to determine how stakeholder perceptions of 
drought match with the actuality of drought. For ease of use in making the above comparison, 
the climatological history is depicted in a variety of figures and tables in this report.
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EVENT CHRONOLOGY – ARBUCKLE-SIMPSON AQUIFER REGION
To provide some weather-related context to the project’s ethnographic research, we provide a 
chronology of significant weather and climate events that have been documented by the 
Oklahoma Climatological Survey in the Arbuckle-Simpson Aquifer region.

1925
Jun 1925 – 98.1 deg F monthly average maximum temperature
Aug 1925 – 8.3 inches of precipitation (wet month)
Jun to Aug 1925 – severe drought (months bookended by PDSI’s of -4 or less)

1927
Apr 1927 – 10.0 inches of precipitation (wet month) 
Jul 1927 – 7.7 inches of precipitation (wet month)

1928
Jun 1928 – 9.8 inches of precipitation (wet month)

1930
Jan 1930 – 18 inches of snow
Jan 1930 – 18.4 deg F monthly average minimum temperature

1932
Jan 1932 – 7.3 inches of precipitation (wet month)
Dec 1932 – 9.3 inches of precipitation (wet month)

1933
May 1933 – 10.5 inches of precipitation (wet month)

1934
Jul 1934 – 102.1 deg F monthly average maximum temperature
Aug 1934 – 101.1 deg F monthly average maximum temperature
Jul to Oct 1934 – severe drought (months bookended by PDSI’s of -4 or less)

1935
May 1935 – 12.5 inches of precipitation (wet month)

1936
Aug 1936 – 102.9 deg F monthly average maximum temperature
Sep 1936 – 12.7 inches of precipitation (wet month)

1938
Feb 1938 – 9.5 inches of precipitation (wet month)

1939
Jul 1939 – 110.2 deg F monthly average maximum temperature
Dec 1939 to Mar 1940 – severe drought (months bookended by PDSI’s of -4 or less)
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1940
Jan 1940 – 17.8 deg F monthly average minimum temperature

1941
Oct 1941 – 15.9 inches of precipitation (wet month)

1942
Mar 1942 – 14.5 inches of snow
Apr 1942 – 10.6 inches of precipitation (wet month)

1944
Jan 1944 – 8.4 inches of snow

1945
Mar 1945 – 9.8 inches of precipitation (wet month)
Jun 1945 – 11.0 inches of precipitation (wet month)

1946
Dec 1946 – 8.4 inches of precipitation (wet month)

1949
Jan 1949 – 10 inches of snow

1950
Aug 1950 – 7.9 inches of precipitation (wet month)

1953
Jun 5, 1953 – F2 tornado
Jun 1953 – 96.9 deg F monthly average maximum temperature
Jul 1953 – 7.7 inches of precipitation (wet month)

1954
May 1, 1954 – F2 tornado
Jul 1954 – 103.6 deg F monthly average maximum temperature
Aug 1954 – 102 deg F monthly average maximum temperature
Sep 7, 1954 – F2 tornado

1956
Aug 1956 – 102.7 deg F monthly average maximum temperature
Apr to Nov 1956 – severe drought (months bookended by PDSI’s of -4 or less)

1957
Apr 2, 1957 – F2 tornado
May 1957 – 13.2 inches of precipitation (wet month)
Sep 1957 – 11.4 inches of precipitation (wet month)
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1958
Nov 17, 1958 – F2 tornado

1959
May 9, 1959 – F4 tornado

1960
Jan 14, 1960 – F2 tornado
May 4, 1960 – F3 tornado

1961
Feb 17, 1961 – F3 tornado

1962
July 20, 1962 – F2 tornado

1963
Jan 1963 – 20.0 deg F monthly average minimum temperature
Nov 19, 1963 – F2 tornado
Oct 1963 to Feb 1964 – severe drought (months bookended by PDSI’s of -4 or less)

1966
Jan 1966 – 8.1 inches of snow

1967
Feb to Mar 1967 – severe drought (months bookended by PDSI’s of -4 or less)

1968
Feb 1968 – 8 inches of snow
Apr 19, 1968 – F2 tornado

1970
Apr 18, 1970 – F2 tornado
Jun 11, 1970 – F2 tornado
Sep 1970 – 11.7 inches of precipitation (wet month)
Oct 1970 – 16.4 inches of precipitation (wet month)

1971
Apr 22, 1971 – F2 tornado

1972
Apr 19, 1972 – F4 tornado

1973
Apr 20, 1973 – F3 tornado
Nov 1973 – 8.0 inches of precipitation (wet month)
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1975
Nov 19, 1975 – F2 tornado

1977
Jan 1977 – 9 inches of snow
Jan 1977 – 18.7 deg F monthly average minimum temperature

1978
Jan 1978 – 12 inches of snow
Feb 1978 – 14.3 inches of snow
Jul 1978 – 100.2 deg F monthly average maximum temperature

1979
Oct 21, 1979 – F2 tornado

1980
Jul 1980 – 104.5 deg F monthly average maximum temperature
Aug 1980 – 102.1 deg F monthly average maximum temperature

1981
Oct 1981 – 16.3 inches of precipitation (wet month)

1982
Mar 15, 1982 – F3 tornado
May 1982 – 15.7 inches of precipitation (wet month)

1983
Jan 1983 – 10 inches of snow
May 13, 1983 – F2 tornado
Dec 1983 – 19.3 deg F monthly average minimum temperature

1984
Jan 1984 – 20.0 deg F monthly average minimum temperature

1985
Jan 1985 – 19.8 deg F monthly average minimum temperature
Feb 1985 – 9.5 inches of snow
Mar 1985 – 8.0 inches of precipitation (wet month)

1988
Jan 1988 – 15 inches of snow

1989
Dec 1989 – 18.5 deg F monthly average minimum temperature

1990
Mar 1990 – 9.0 inches of precipitation (wet month)
Apr 1990 – 12.3 inches of precipitation (wet month)
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1991
Mar 21, 1991 – F3 tornado
Jul 1991 – 8.2 inches of precipitation (wet month)

1992
Jan 1992 – 12.5 inches of snow
May 11, 1992 – F2 tornado

1993
Sep 1993 – 11.4 inches of precipitation (wet month)

1996
Jul 1996 – 8.6 inches of precipitation (wet month)
Nov 24, 1996 – ice storm (up to 0.5 inch accumulation)

1998
Jul 1998 – 101.2 deg F monthly average maximum temperature

2000
Dec 26, 2000 – ice storm (up to 2 inches accumulation)

2001
Apr 11, 2001 – F2 tornado
Sep 2001 – 11.0 inches of precipitation (wet month)

2004
Jul 2004 – 9.5 inches of precipitation (wet month)

2005
Aug 2005 – 8.3 inches of precipitation (wet month)

2006
Jul to Sep 2006 – severe drought (months bookended by PDSI’s of -4 or less)

2007
Jun 2007 – 11.7 inches of precipitation (wet month)
Dec 9-10, 2007 – ice storm (up to 0.5 inch accumulation)

2009
Dec 24, 2009 – blizzard

2011
May 2011 – 10.65 inches of precipitation (wet month) 
Jul 2011 – 103.6 deg F monthly average maximum temperature
Aug 2011 – 104.3 deg F monthly average maximum temperature
Jun to Oct 2011 – severe drought (months bookended by PDSI’s of -4 or less)
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METHODOLOGY
Drought is difficult to define. This is problematic because the impacts associated with drought 
are often far-reaching and devastating. A meteorological drought is a prolonged period when 
precipitation is below “normal” for the location (Heim 2002). An agricultural drought occurs 
when soils are too dry to grow healthy vegetation, particularly crops or forests. As water 
becomes scarce in rivers, lakes, and other water bodies, a hydrological drought develops.  If, at 
any time, the water demands of society (e.g., water for drinking, maintaining lawns and 
gardens, washing clothes) exceed the availability of good-quality water, then a socioeconomic 
drought has occurred.  A socioeconomic drought may arise even during times of normal 
precipitation because of increased water demand from a growing population, increased 
temperatures and wind speeds, new businesses, cultural needs, or other societal changes.

Two types of datasets from the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) and one dataset from the 
Oklahoma Climatological Survey were used in this report: (1) NCDC climate division data, (2) 
National Weather Service cooperative observer (COOP) station data, and (3) Oklahoma Mesonet 
station data. We used the COOP sites with the longest operational history through the present. 
In the case of the Tishomingo National Wildlife Refuge COOP station, Oklahoma Mesonet data 
was used to help supplement the record because the COOP site ceased operation in 1975. Yearly 
averages for temperature and precipitation were tabulated for all data sets and plotted in the 
following figures. We calculated five-year running means to show smoothed trends over time in 
the plots. From the third year in the time series to the third-to-last year in the time series, the 
five-year running mean was calculated, centered on the third year of each set of five years. No 
mean was calculated for the first two or the last two years in the time series.

Two drought proxies –– the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) and Standardized 
Precipitation Index (SPI) –– were used to identify droughts in the climatological record at the 
climate-division level. Both temperature and precipitation are included in the PDSI calculation 
(Palmer 1965) while only precipitation is included for SPI (McKee et al. 1993). Both proxies are 
standardized by the climate of Climate Division 8 in Oklahoma. Because different information is 
used to calculate both drought proxies, both were included in this report to provide a broader 
understanding of both short- and long-term drought histories. Given that PDSI and SP12 are 
strongly correlated for this climate division and for brevity, only PDSI is included for the full 
time series since 1885. From 2000 to 2011, however, multiple SPI indices were included to 
provide a more thorough history of the time period that may be most memorable to 
stakeholders.

Source code (in R) and example data files are provided in the Appendix for the methods used 
herein.
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Figure 2. Map of environmental monitoring stations in the Arbuckle-Simpson Aquifer region. Cooperative 
observer sites (green dots), Oklahoma Mesonet environmental stations (blue dots), U.S. Geological 
Survey groundwater monitoring sites (yellow squares), and USGS stream gauges (orange triangles).

     
Scenes from the Chickasaw National Recreation Area near Sulphur, OK.
Photos courtesy of Toni Klemm, South Central Climate Science Center
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Climate Division Data
The Arbuckle-Simpson Aquifer underlies Climate Division 8 in south-central Oklahoma. 
Climate Division 8 in Oklahoma encompasses the counties of Atoka, Bryan, Carter, Coal, 
Garvin, Jefferson, Johnston, Love, Marshall, Murray, Pontotoc, and Stevens. The Arbuckle-
Simpson Aquifer is located approximately underneath Johnston, Murray, and Pontotoc counties. 
The monthly averaged temperature, precipitation, and drought indices within a climate division 
are calculated by giving equal weight to all of the climate-monitoring stations located within the 
geographical region defined as that climate division (NCDC 1994). For this project, we used the 
TD-9640 climate division dataset maintained by the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC).

Figure 3. The state of Oklahoma is divided into 9 climate divisions. The three counties included in this 
study, Pontotoc, Murray, and Johnston counties are located within Climate Division 8. The red outline 
indicates the region covered in Figure 2. Climate division datasets traditionally use daily or monthly 

observation from cooperative observer network (COOP) stations within each division. After routine quality 
assurance, data are averaged across the division, allowing for gaps in periods of record at a station, 

moves of stations, or changes in sensors without substantially altering the climate record.
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PRECIPITATION AND TEMPERATURE
Temperature and precipitation are the two main elements of our climate. Because the Arbuckle-
Simpson Aquifer is located in the middle latitudes, east of the Rocky Mountains and northwest 
of the Gulf of Mexico, people who live near it experience a wide range of weather conditions. 
The following graphs highlight the variability of annual and seasonal precipitation and 
temperature from 1895 to 2011.

The annual temperature for south-central Oklahoma averages 61.9 degrees Fahrenheit, while 
precipitation averages 37.5 inches. Warmer-than-average periods have spanned the 1920s 
through the mid 1940s, the mid-1950s, and the late 1990s through the 2000s. Significant periods 
of drier-than-average conditions include the 1910s, 1930s, mid-1950s, mid-1960s, and the late 
1970s.

Figure 4a. Graph of the history of annual precipitation for Climate Division 8 in Oklahoma since the 
modern record began in 1895. The diamonds represent the average of the measured precipitation (in 
mm) in the south-central climate division for each year. The green-tan trace represents the five-year 

weighted average of these precipitation values over time. Green shading indicates wetter-than-average 
periods; tan shading indicated drier-than-average periods. Note lower-than-average precipitation 

coincided with the drought of the 1930s and 1950s highlighted in Figure 4b. These dryer conditions 
helped to contribute to the drought stress on society.
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Figure 4b. Same as Figure 4a except for the winter (DJF) months only. Note the roughly 55-yr oscillation 
from an extended period of below average winter precipitation to an extended precipitation of above 

average winter precipitation that repeats through the data.

Figure 4c. Same as Figure 4a except for the spring (MAM) months only. 
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Figure 4d. Same as Figure 4a except for the summer (JJA) months only. Note the decade-long period of 
higher-than-average precipitation in the 1940s leading up to the 1950s drought.

Figure 4e. Same as Figure 4a except for the fall (SON) months only. Note that from the 1930s to the late 
1950s precipitation amounts were generally below average and since then they have been generally 

greater than average.
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Figure 5a. Graph of the history of annual average temperature for Climate Division 8 in Oklahoma since 
the modern record began in 1895. The diamonds represent the average of the measured temperature (in 
degrees Fahrenheit) in the south-central climate division for each year. The red-blue trace represents the 
five-year weighted average of these temperature values over time. Red shading indicates warmer-than-

average periods; blue shading indicated cooler-than-average periods. Note warmer-than-average 
temperatures coincided with the drought of the 1930s and 1950s highlighted in Figure 6b. 
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Figure 5b. Same as Figure 5a except for the winter (DJF) months only. Note the extended warmer-than-
average period from the 1920 to 1960 and from mid-1980s until the present. The second warmer period 

(mid-1980s until the present) also corresponds with an extended period of above average winter 
precipitation shown in Figure 4b.

Figure 5c. Same as Figure 5a except for the spring (MAM) months only. Note the occurrence of more 
warmer periods from the mid-1930s and after than from the late 1890s to early 1930s.
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Figure 5d. Same as Figure 5a except for the summer (JJA) months only. Note the warmer than average 
decade in the 1930s. This combined with the below average precipitation shown in Figure 4d were the 

major contributors to the 1930s drought.

Figure 5e. Same as Figure 5a except for the fall (SON) months only. Note the increased frequency of 
warmer periods prior to the mid-1960s and then the predominately cooler fall seasonal temperatures from 

the mid-1960s to the mid-1990s. 
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PALMER DROUGHT SEVERITY INDEX & STANDARDIZED PRECIPITATION 
INDICES
Because drought it hard to define, it also is hard to measure. Understanding the need to 
quantify drought severity, the scientific community has developed  several methods to assess 
drought, including departure from normal precipitation, the Palmer Drought Severity Index, 
and the Standardized Precipitation Index. All three use weather observations to diagnose 
drought conditions. The simplest of these is the annual departure from normal precipitation 
which is the actual precipitation total for the year subtracted from the annual normal. Large 
negative values indicate a precipitation deficit for that year.

The Palmer Drought Severity Index uses observations or estimates of precipitation, 
temperature, and soil water content. Values typically range from +4 representing extremely wet 
conditions to –4 representing extremely dry conditions.  Values less than –1 indicate some level 
of drought, and the values become more negative with less rainfall and hotter temperatures. 
The lowest value on record for south-central Oklahoma was –6.94 in September 1956. 

The Palmer Drought Severity Index helps to diagnose agricultural drought because it is 
sensitive to soil moisture conditions and works well at relatively long time scales. The index 
does not account for reservoir levels and streamflow, so it has drawbacks for diagnosing 
hydrological drought. 

The Standardized Precipitation Index is based solely on precipitation but has the advantage of 
multiple time scales (e.g., 3 months, 6 months, 1 year) to better highlight short-term versus long-
term droughts. Values typically range from +2 as extremely wet to –2 as extremely dry, with 
values less than –1 representing drought.
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Figure 6a. The Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) values from 1900 to 1930 for Climate Division 8 in 
Oklahoma. PDSI is a measurement of long-term drought (i.e., at least six consecutive months with PDSI 
values less than 0) based on precipitation and temperature. PDSI values between 0 and -4 are shaded 
tan to indicate mild to severe drought (values near –2 indicate moderate drought and near –3 indicate 

severe drought); PDSI values less than -4 are shaded red to indicate extreme drought. PDSI is 
standardized to the local climate. Note the extended period of severe or extreme drought in south-central 

Oklahoma in the early years of the 1910s. A shorter period of severe or extreme drought is evident in 
1917-18.
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Figure 6b. Same as Figure 6a except for the period 1930 to 1960. Note that while the 1930s were 
predominantly dry, conditions in south-central Oklahoma during the “Dust Bowl” years were not as severe 
as in western Oklahoma and large areas of the Great Plains. In fact, the drought of the 1950s, especially 

during 1956, was substantially worse than that of the 1930s.
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Figure 6c. Same as Figure 6a except for the period 1960 to 1990. Note the extended period of mild to 
severe drought in the mid-1960s with short periods of extreme drought in 1963 and 1967.
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Figure 6d. Same as Figure 6a except for the period 1990 to 2011. Note from 1990-1995 that south-
central Oklahoma did not experience drought conditions (PDSI < –2). This was the longest period of time 
since the modern record began in 1895 without a drought. The most recent extreme drought in 2011 is 

shown in red at the end of this time series.

Scene from the Chickasaw National Recreation Area near Sulphur, OK.
Photo courtesy of Toni Klemm, South Central Climate Science Center
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Figure 7a. Graph of the 3-month Standardized Precipitation Index from 2000 to 2011 for Climate Division 
8 in Oklahoma. The Standardized Precipitation Index is a transformation of the probability of observing a 
given amount of precipitation in a given period of time, which in this case is 3 months. The more the index 
value deviates from zero the drier or wetter an event lasting 3 months is when compared to the long-term 
climatology of Climate Division 8. Values higher than 2.0 and less then -2.0 represent exceptionally wet 

and exceptionally dry periods respectively. Dark green shading indicates exceptionally wet periods; green 
shading indicates wet periods; tan shading indicates drier periods; brown shading indicates exceptionally 
dry periods. Note that in 2005 and 2011 there were exceptionally dry periods and in late 2007 there was 

an exceptionally wet period.
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Figure 7b. Same as Figure 7a but for the 6-month Standardized Precipitation Index. Note that in 2011 
there was an exceptionally dry period and in both 2001 and 2007 there were exceptionally wet periods.
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Figure 7c. Same as Figure 7a but for the 12-month Standardized Precipitation Index. Note that the 2011 
drought appears in this index as well.
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Figure 7d. Same as Figure 7a but for the 24-month Standardized Precipitation Index. Note that the 2011 
does not appear as exceptionally dry since it has not yet continued for 24 months. Prior to the 2011 

drought beginning this climate division had been in a wet period since 2007.

Scene from the Chickasaw National Recreation Area near Sulphur, OK.
Photo courtesy of Toni Klemm, South Central Climate Science Center
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THE “DROUGHTS-OF-RECORD” FOR THE REGION
For purpose of planning, we consider the “drought-of-record” to be the drought with the worst 
environmental conditions rather than the drought with the worst recorded impacts on the 
Arbuckle-Simpson region. Hence, a shorter and less severe drought with high monetary losses 
in our recent past (e.g., during 2011) will not outweigh a long and severe drought in our early 
history, when fewer people lived in the region. We choose to prepare for the worst.

Options for the drought-of-record include the droughts in the 1910s, late 1930s, and mid-1950s. 
The longest period of dry conditions undoubtably was during the 1910s. Table 1 compares 
Palmer Drought Severity Indices for these droughts, as well as the most recent (hence, 
memorable) drought of 2011 to present (data through December 2012). Using these indices, the 
drought of the 1910s well exceeds the duration and intensity of all other droughts; hence, the 
period from February 1909 to August 1918 is the drought-of-record for south-central Oklahoma.

Because of its intense heat combined with non-stop dry conditions, November 1950 through 
November 1956 comes in second for the drought-of-record for south-central Oklahoma.

Table 1: Comparison of Palmer Drought Severity Indices (PDSI) for Several 
Droughts Affecting Climate Division 8

Time Period Months with PDSI 
less than –1

Months with PDSI 
less than –4

Lowest PDSI 
Value

February 1909 – 
August 1918 87 (of 115 months) 12 consecutive plus 9 

others –6.80

June 1933 – 
March 1940 46 (of 82 months) 6 –4.57

November 1950 
– November 

1956
54 (of 73 months) 8 consecutive plus 1 

other –6.94

April 1963 – 
March 1967 35 (of 48 months) 5 consecutive plus 2 

other -5.00

January 2011 –
December 2013* 34 (of 36 months) 5 consecutive -5.69

*Note: Data only available through December 2013; drought conditions may have continued past this 
date.
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Station Data
The Cooperative Observing Program (COOP) is a volunteer weather observation program 
operated by the National Weather Service (NWS; National Weather Service 2012). Founded over 
100 years ago, the COOP has over 10,600 volunteers (in 2013) located throughout all 50 states, 
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands who collect valuable weather observations seven days a 
week, year round. Equipment and data collected varies between sites but the NWS maintains all 
of the equipment and verifies the collected data. Final quality assurance is conducted by NCDC. 
Temperature sensors are mounted 5 ± 1 ft above level ground in a location where the ground 
cover is typical of the surrounding area. The precipitation gauges are sited so that they are 
sheltered as much as possible in all directions from wind.

Jointly owned by the University of Oklahoma and Oklahoma State University, the Oklahoma 
Mesonet has measured hydrological, agricultural, and meteorological variables at 5-minute 
intervals since 1994 (Brock et al. 1995; McPherson et al. 2007). Each of the automated surface 
observing stations of the Oklahoma Mesonet monitors and gathers over 20 meteorological 
variables, including temperature and rainfall. Prior to 2004, the Oklahoma Mesonet measured 
air temperature at 1.5 m by the HMP35C. On 1 January 2004, the network transitioned to a 
Thermometrics’ Unitherm Interchangeable Thermistor DC95 (operating range of –30 to 50°C; 
accuracy of ±0.4°C) for all air temperature measurements. R. M. Young multi-plate, unaspirated 
radiation shields housed both air temperature sensors until 2009, when a system-wide upgrade 
began to substitute R. M. Young 43502 aspirated shields. The Oklahoma Mesonet measures 
rainfall at each site using a 30.5-cm diameter MetOne 380C tipping-bucket rain gauge, with the 
orifice located 0.6 m above ground (McPherson et al. 2007). The gauge is unheated and 
measures frozen precipitation when it melts and enters the water table.
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ADA COOP STATION

near Ada — Pontotoc
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Figure 8. Map of the approximate location (red marker) of the Ada COOP station (ID #340017) with 
respect to the city of Ada in Pontotoc County. This station is located at a latitude of 34.7833˚N and 

longitude of 96.68333˚W.

Figure 9a. Winter (DJF) precipitation amounts for the Ada COOP station (ID #340017) in Pontotoc 
County. This station is located at a latitude of 34.78333˚N and longitude of 96.68333˚W. The diamonds 

represent the average of the measured precipitation (in mm) for each year. The green-tan trace 
represents the five-year weighted average of these precipitation values over time. Green shading 
indicates wetter-than-average periods; tan shading indicated drier-than-average periods. Note the 
extended period of lower precipitation amounts from the 1950s until the early-1980s and the wetter 

periods before and after.
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Figure 9b. Same as Figure 9a except for the spring (MAM) months only. Note the drier period from 
mid-1920s to early 1940s, a time period that includes the drought in the 1930s. Also note that since 2000 

rainfall amounts have been significantly below average.

Figure 9c. Same as Figure 9a except for the summer (JJA) months only.
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Figure 9d. Same as Figure 9a except for the fall (SON) months only. Note that prior to 1920 and from 
1940 to the late 1950s rainfall amounts were constantly lower than average, which corresponds to 

significant droughts in 1918 (shown in Figure 6b) and 1956-57 (shown in Figure 6b). Also note higher 
than average amounts of precipitation since the mid-1960s.
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Figure 10a. Winter (DJF) temperatures for the Ada COOP station (ID #340017) in Pontotoc County. This 
station is located at 34.7833˚N and 96.68333˚W. The diamonds represent the average of the measured 
temperature (in degrees Fahrenheit) for each year. The red-blue trace represents the five-year weighted 
average of these temperature values over time. Red shading indicates warmer-than-average periods; 

blue shading indicates cooler-than-average periods. Note the extended period of above average 
temperatures from 1920 to 1960.
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Figure 10b. Same as Figure 10a except for the spring (MAM) months only. Note the cooler temperatures 
in the late 1910s and the extended period of cooler temperatures for the entirety of the 1990s. An 

extended period of warmer temperatures was from the mid-1930s to the late 1940s.

Figure 10c. Same as Figure 10a except for the summer (JJA) months only. Note that prior to 1960 
temperatures tended to be warmer than average and after they tended to be cooler than average. 

Summer temperatures were cooler during the 1918 drought, but warmer during the 1956-57 drought.
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Figure 10d. Same as Figure 10a except for the fall (SON) months only. Note that prior to the mid-1960s, 
the temperatures were generally warmer and afterwards they have been cooler.

CHICKASAW NATIONAL RECREATION AREA COOP STATION

near East Murray — Sulphur

1 of 1
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Figure 11. Map of the approximate location (red marker) of the Chickasaw National Recreation Area 
COOP station (ID #341745) with respect to the city of Sulphur in Murray County. This station is located at 

a latitude of 34.50˚N and longitude of 96.97˚W. 
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Figure 12a. Winter (DJF) precipitation amounts for the Chickasaw National Recreation Area COOP 
station (ID #341745) in Murray County. This station is located at 34.50˚N and 96.97˚W. The diamonds 

represent the average of the measured precipitation (in mm) for each year. The green-tan trace 
represents the five-year weighted average of these precipitation values over time. Green shading 

indicates wetter-than-average periods; tan shading indicated drier-than-average periods. Note that during 
the drought during the 1930s this location experienced higher than average precipitation which lasted 
until about 1950. There was also higher rainfall totals from the early 1980s until the mid-2000s. From 

1950 to the early 1980s rainfall was below average.
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Figure 12b. Same as Figure 12a except for the spring (MAM) months only. Note the extended wetter than 
average period from mid-1970s to the mid-1990s and then the following drier than average period until 

the last few years.

Figure 12c. Same as Figure 12a except for the summer (JJA) months only. Note the four decades of drier 
than average amounts of precipitation from about 1950 to about 1990.
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Figure 12d. Same as Figure 12a except for the fall (SON) months only. Note that prior to about 1970 
there were predominately drier periods and after there have been predominately wetter periods with a 

much wetter than average period occurring from the late 1960s to the last 1970s.
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Figure 13a. Winter (DJF) temperatures for the Chickasaw National Recreation Area COOP station (ID 
#341745), located at 34.50˚N and 96.97˚W in Murray County. The diamonds represent the average of the 
measured temperature (in degrees Fahrenheit) for each year. The red-blue trace represents the five-year 
weighted average over time. Red shading indicates warmer-than-average periods; blue shading indicates 

cooler-than-average periods. Note the mostly warmer periods prior to 1960 and mostly cooler periods after 1960.

Figure 13b. Same as Figure 13a except for the spring (MAM) months only. Prior to 1980, there were 
more warmer periods, and since 1980 there has been an extended period of the cooler temperatures. 
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Figure 13c. Same as Figure 13a except for the summer (JJA) months only. Note that prior to 1960 there 
were more warmer periods and since 1960 there have been more cooler periods.

Figure 13d. Same as Figure 13a except for the fall (SON) months only. Note that as in Figure 13a 
through Figure 13c there is a warmer regime with the fall temperature that is then followed by a cooler 

regime with in this case the mid-1960s being the pivot point.
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TISHOMINGO NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE COOP STATION AND 
TISHOMINGO MESONET STATION

near Tishomingo — Johnston
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Figure 14. Map of the approximate location (red marker) of the Tishomingo National Wildlife Refuge 
COOP station (ID #348884) with respect to Murray State College in Johnston County. This station is 

located at a latitude of 34.21667˚N and longitude of 96.68333˚W.

near Tishomingo — Johnston
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Figure 15. Map of the approximate location (red marker) of the Tishomingo Mesonet station (ID #95) in 
Johnston County. This station is located at a latitude of 34.332620˚N and longitude of 96.678950˚W.
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Figure 16a. Winter (DJF) precipitation amounts for the Tishomingo National Wildlife Refuge COOP 
station (ID #348884) in Johnston County. This station is located at a latitude of 34.21667˚N and longitude 
of 96.68333˚W. The diamonds represent the average of the measured precipitation (in mm) for each year. 

The green-tan trace represents the five-year weighted average of these precipitation values over time. 
Green shading indicates wetter-than-average periods; tan shading indicated drier-than-average periods. 

Note the drier periods from the mid-1900s to mid-1920s and from 1950 to mid-1980s and the wetter 
periods from the mid-1920s to about 1950 and the mid-1980s to the early 2000s.
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Figure 16b. Same as Figure 16a except for the spring (MAM) months only. Note that during the 1950s 
drought this station experienced a wetter than average conditions. Overall since 1940 this station has had 

wetter than average conditions.

Figure 16c. Same as Figure 16a except for the summer (JJA) months only. Note that during the 1950s 
drought this station had lower than average precipitation amounts.
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Figure 16d. Same as Figure 16a except for the fall (SON) months only. Note that prior to the late 1960s 
there were primarily drier periods and since then there have been primarily wetter periods.
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Figure 17a. Winter (DJF) temperatures for the Tishomingo National Wildlife Refuge COOP station (ID 
#348884) in Johnston County. This station is located at 34.21667˚N and 96.68333˚W. The diamonds 

represent the average of the measured temperature (in degrees Fahrenheit) for each year. The red-blue 
trace represents the five-year weighted average of these temperature values over time. Red shading 
indicates warmer-than-average periods; blue shading indicates cooler-than-average periods. Note that 

during the 1910s drought this station was cooler than average but during the droughts in the 1930 and the 
1950s this station had warmer than average temperatures.
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Figure 17b. Same as Figure 17a except for the spring (MAM) months only.
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Figure 17c. Same as Figure 17a except for the summer (JJA) months only. Note significant warmer 
periods in the 1930s and 1950s correspond to droughts in those decades.

Figure 17d. Same as Figure 17a except for the fall (SON) months only. Note the warmer period from 
roughly 1920 to 1940 and then the cooler period from 1940 to 1960.
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Figure 18a. Winter (DJF) temperatures for the Tishomingo Mesonet station (ID #95) in Johnston County. 
This station is located at 34.332620˚N and 96.678950˚W. The diamonds represent the average of the 

measured temperature (in degrees Fahrenheit) for each year. The red-blue trace represents the five-year 
weighted average of these temperature values over time. Red shading indicates warmer-than-average 

periods; blue shading indicates cooler-than-average periods.

Figure 18b. Same as Figure 18a except for the spring (MAM) months only. Note that since 2001 spring 
temperatures have been warmer than average.
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Figure 18c. Same as Figure 18a except for the summer (JJA) months only. Note that from 2001 until 
2008 summer temperatures have been cooler than average.

Figure 18d. Same as Figure 18a except for the fall (SON) months only.
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Appendix

SOURCE CODE
The following source code, in R, was used in the creation of the graphs.

Climate Division Level Graphics
# Program to create the climate division graphics for Arbuckle-Simpson 
Aquifer project
# Code by Virginia Silvis, virginia.silvis@ou.edu
# Last edited: 5/27/2014
#
#   Copyright 2012-2014 University of Oklahoma. All rights reserved.
#
#   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
#   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
#   You may obtain a copy of the License at
# 
#        http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
# 
#   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
#   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
#   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
#   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
#   limitations under the License.

# read in the data
adat = read.csv("OK_Clim_Div_8.csv",header=T)

# load package for the running mean function
require("igraph")

# assigning to sdat all rows & columns 2 thru 18 since don't want state code 
or division #
wdat <- adat[, 3:18]

# assign NA to all missing values
wdat[wdat==-99.99] = NA

# identify & format the date vector
wdat$YearMonth <- as.Date(paste(as.character(wdat$YearMonth), "15", sep=""), 
format="%Y%m%d")

# pull both a month & a year value out of the YearMonth vector
wdat$MONTH <- as.POSIXlt(wdat$YearMonth)$mon + 1
wdat$YEAR <- as.POSIXlt(wdat$YearMonth)$year + 1900
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#----------------------------------------------------------------------
# the calls for specifice decades for the different PDSI plots
sel1910 <- wdat$YEAR<1910 & wdat$YEAR >= 1900
sel1920 <- wdat$YEAR<1920 & wdat$YEAR >= 1910
sel1930 <- wdat$YEAR<1930 & wdat$YEAR >= 1920
sel1940 <- wdat$YEAR<1940 & wdat$YEAR >= 1930
sel1950 <- wdat$YEAR<1950 & wdat$YEAR >= 1940
sel1960 <- wdat$YEAR<1960 & wdat$YEAR >= 1950
sel1970 <- wdat$YEAR<1970 & wdat$YEAR >= 1960
sel1980 <- wdat$YEAR<1980 & wdat$YEAR >= 1970
sel1990 <- wdat$YEAR<1990 & wdat$YEAR >= 1980
sel2000 <- wdat$YEAR<=2000 & wdat$YEAR >= 1990
sel2011 <- wdat$YEAR<=2011 & wdat$YEAR >= 2000

#----------------------------------------------------------------------
# code to set up the PDSI polygons (1900-1930)
# creating the polygons
polysp <- wdat$PDSI[sel1910]
polyspd <- wdat$YearMonth[sel1910]

tapprox <- approx(polyspd, polysp, n=1000)
polyspd <- c(tapprox$x, tapprox$x[length(tapprox$x):1])
polysp <- c(tapprox$y, rep(0, length(tapprox$y)))

# setting the bounds for the polygons
tA <- polysp
tB <- polysp
tA[tA>0] <- 0
tA[tA<(-4)] <- (-4)
tB[tB>-4] <- (-4)

# creating the polygons
polysp2 <- wdat$PDSI[sel1920]
polyspd2 <- wdat$YearMonth[sel1920]

tapprox <- approx(polyspd2, polysp2, n=1000)
polyspd2 <- c(tapprox$x, tapprox$x[length(tapprox$x):1])
polysp2 <- c(tapprox$y, rep(0, length(tapprox$y)))

# setting the bounds for the polygons
tC <- polysp2
tD <- polysp2
tC[tC>0] <- 0
tC[tC<(-4)] <- (-4)
tD[tD>-4] <- (-4)

# creating the polygons
polysp3 <- wdat$PDSI[sel1930]
polyspd3 <- wdat$YearMonth[sel1930]

tapprox <- approx(polyspd3, polysp3, n=1000)
polyspd3 <- c(tapprox$x, tapprox$x[length(tapprox$x):1])
polysp3 <- c(tapprox$y, rep(0, length(tapprox$y)))

# setting the bounds for the polygons
tE <- polysp3
tF <- polysp3
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tE[tE>0] <- 0
tE[tE<(-4)] <- (-4)
tF[tF>-4] <- (-4)

# plots of PDSI values over the individual decade (1900-1930)
pdf('div8_pdsi_decade_1900_1930.pdf')
par(mfrow=c(3, 1))

plot(wdat$YearMonth[sel1910], wdat$PDSI[sel1910], type='l',ylim=c(-7,7), 
xlab='Year', ylab='PDSI', main='Palmer Drought Severity Index: 1900-1930')
polygon(polyspd, tA, col="tan")
polygon(polyspd, tB, col="red")
abline(h=0)
abline(h=-4)

plot(wdat$YearMonth[sel1920], wdat$PDSI[sel1920], type='l',ylim=c(-7,7), 
xlab='Year', ylab='PDSI')
polygon(polyspd2, tC, col="tan")
polygon(polyspd2, tD, col="red")
abline(h=0)
abline(h=-4)

plot(wdat$YearMonth[sel1930], wdat$PDSI[sel1930], type='l',ylim=c(-7,7), 
xlab='Year', ylab='PDSI', sub='Climate Division 8')
polygon(polyspd3, tE, col="tan")
polygon(polyspd3, tF, col="red")
abline(h=0)
abline(h=-4)
dev.off()

#----------------------------------------------------------------------
# code to set up the PDSI polygons (1930-1960)
# creating the polygons
polysp <- wdat$PDSI[sel1940]
polyspd <- wdat$YearMonth[sel1940]

tapprox <- approx(polyspd, polysp, n=1000)
polyspd <- c(tapprox$x, tapprox$x[length(tapprox$x):1])
polysp <- c(tapprox$y, rep(0, length(tapprox$y)))

# setting the bounds for the polygons
tA <- polysp
tB <- polysp
tA[tA>0] <- 0
tA[tA<(-4)] <- (-4)
tB[tB>-4] <- (-4)

# creating the polygons
polysp2 <- wdat$PDSI[sel1950]
polyspd2 <- wdat$YearMonth[sel1950]

tapprox <- approx(polyspd2, polysp2, n=1000)
polyspd2 <- c(tapprox$x, tapprox$x[length(tapprox$x):1])
polysp2 <- c(tapprox$y, rep(0, length(tapprox$y)))

# setting the bounds for the polygons
tC <- polysp2
tD <- polysp2
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tC[tC>0] <- 0
tC[tC<(-4)] <- (-4)
tD[tD>-4] <- (-4)

# creating the polygons
polysp3 <- wdat$PDSI[sel1960]
polyspd3 <- wdat$YearMonth[sel1960]

tapprox <- approx(polyspd3, polysp3, n=1000)
polyspd3 <- c(tapprox$x, tapprox$x[length(tapprox$x):1])
polysp3 <- c(tapprox$y, rep(0, length(tapprox$y)))

# setting the bounds for the polygons
tE <- polysp3
tF <- polysp3
tE[tE>0] <- 0
tE[tE<(-4)] <- (-4)
tF[tF>-4] <- (-4)

# plots of PDSI values over the individual decade (1930-1960)
pdf('div8_pdsi_decade_1930_1960.pdf')
par(mfrow=c(3, 1))

plot(wdat$YearMonth[sel1940], wdat$PDSI[sel1940], type='l',ylim=c(-7,7), 
xlab='Year', ylab='PDSI', main='Palmer Drought Severity Index: 1930-1960')
polygon(polyspd, tA, col="tan")
polygon(polyspd, tB, col="red")
abline(h=0)
abline(h=-4)

plot(wdat$YearMonth[sel1950], wdat$PDSI[sel1950], type='l',ylim=c(-7,7), 
xlab='Year', ylab='PDSI')
polygon(polyspd2, tC, col="tan")
polygon(polyspd2, tD, col="red")
abline(h=0)
abline(h=-4)

plot(wdat$YearMonth[sel1960], wdat$PDSI[sel1960], type='l',ylim=c(-7,7), 
xlab='Year', ylab='PDSI', sub='Climate Division 8')
polygon(polyspd3, tE, col="tan")
polygon(polyspd3, tF, col="red")
abline(h=0)
abline(h=-4)
dev.off()

#----------------------------------------------------------------------
# code to set up the PDSI polygons (1960-1990)
# creating the polygons
polysp <- wdat$PDSI[sel1970]
polyspd <- wdat$YearMonth[sel1970]

tapprox <- approx(polyspd, polysp, n=1000)
polyspd <- c(tapprox$x, tapprox$x[length(tapprox$x):1])
polysp <- c(tapprox$y, rep(0, length(tapprox$y)))

# setting the bounds for the polygons
tA <- polysp
tB <- polysp
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tA[tA>0] <- 0
tA[tA<(-4)] <- (-4)
tB[tB>-4] <- (-4)

# creating the polygons
polysp2 <- wdat$PDSI[sel1980]
polyspd2 <- wdat$YearMonth[sel1980]

tapprox <- approx(polyspd2, polysp2, n=1000)
polyspd2 <- c(tapprox$x, tapprox$x[length(tapprox$x):1])
polysp2 <- c(tapprox$y, rep(0, length(tapprox$y)))

# setting the bounds for the polygons
tC <- polysp2
tD <- polysp2
tC[tC>0] <- 0
tC[tC<(-4)] <- (-4)
tD[tD>-4] <- (-4)

# creating the polygons
polysp3 <- wdat$PDSI[sel1990]
polyspd3 <- wdat$YearMonth[sel1990]

tapprox <- approx(polyspd3, polysp3, n=1000)
polyspd3 <- c(tapprox$x, tapprox$x[length(tapprox$x):1])
polysp3 <- c(tapprox$y, rep(0, length(tapprox$y)))

# setting the bounds for the polygons
tE <- polysp3
tF <- polysp3
tE[tE>0] <- 0
tE[tE<(-4)] <- (-4)
tF[tF>-4] <- (-4)

# plots of PDSI values over the individual decade (1960-1990)
pdf('div8_pdsi_decade_1960_1990.pdf')
par(mfrow=c(3, 1))

plot(wdat$YearMonth[sel1970], wdat$PDSI[sel1970], type='l',ylim=c(-7,7), 
xlab='Year', ylab='PDSI', main='Palmer Drought Severity Index: 1960-1990')
polygon(polyspd, tA, col="tan")
polygon(polyspd, tB, col="red")
abline(h=0)
abline(h=-4)

plot(wdat$YearMonth[sel1980], wdat$PDSI[sel1980], type='l',ylim=c(-7,7), 
xlab='Year', ylab='PDSI')
polygon(polyspd2, tC, col="tan")
polygon(polyspd2, tD, col="red")
abline(h=0)
abline(h=-4)

plot(wdat$YearMonth[sel1990], wdat$PDSI[sel1990], type='l',ylim=c(-7,7), 
xlab='Year', ylab='PDSI', sub='Climate Division 8')
polygon(polyspd3, tE, col="tan")
polygon(polyspd3, tF, col="red")
abline(h=0)
abline(h=-4)
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dev.off()

#----------------------------------------------------------------------
# code to set up the PDSI polygons (1990-2011)
# creating the polygons
polysp <- wdat$PDSI[sel2000]
polyspd <- wdat$YearMonth[sel2000]

tapprox <- approx(polyspd, polysp, n=1000)
polyspd <- c(tapprox$x, tapprox$x[length(tapprox$x):1])
polysp <- c(tapprox$y, rep(0, length(tapprox$y)))

# setting the bounds for the polygons
tA <- polysp
tB <- polysp
tA[tA>0] <- 0
tA[tA<(-4)] <- (-4)
tB[tB>-4] <- (-4)

# creating the polygons
polysp2 <- wdat$PDSI[sel2011]
polyspd2 <- wdat$YearMonth[sel2011]

tapprox <- approx(polyspd2, polysp2, n=1000)
polyspd2 <- c(tapprox$x, tapprox$x[length(tapprox$x):1])
polysp2 <- c(tapprox$y, rep(0, length(tapprox$y)))

# setting the bounds for the polygons
tC <- polysp2
tD <- polysp2
tC[tC>0] <- 0
tC[tC<(-4)] <- (-4)
tD[tD>-4] <- (-4)

# plots of PDSI values over the individual decade (1990-2011)
pdf('div8_pdsi_decade_1990_2011.pdf')
par(mfrow=c(3, 1))

plot(wdat$YearMonth[sel2000], wdat$PDSI[sel2000], type='l',ylim=c(-7,7), 
xlab='Year', ylab='PDSI', main='Palmer Drought Severity Index: 1990-2011')
polygon(polyspd, tA, col="tan")
polygon(polyspd, tB, col="red")
abline(h=0)
abline(h=-4)

plot(wdat$YearMonth[sel2011], wdat$PDSI[sel2011], type='l',ylim=c(-7,7), 
xlab='Year', ylab='PDSI', sub='Climate Division 8')
polygon(polyspd2, tC, col="tan")
polygon(polyspd2, tD, col="red")
abline(h=0)
abline(h=-4)
dev.off()

#----------------------------------------------------------------------
# SPI (3,6,12,24) plots
# select the most recent decade for the standardized precip index plots
seldecade <- wdat$YEAR >= 2000 & wdat$YEAR <=2011
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spnums <- c(3, 6, 12, 24)
for(aSPNUM in spnums){
 spvar <- sprintf("SP%02d", aSPNUM)
 # creating the polygons for standardized precip index plots 
 polysp <- wdat[seldecade, spvar]
 polyspd <- wdat$YearMonth[seldecade]
 
 tapprox <- approx(polyspd, polysp, n=1000)
 polyspd <- c(tapprox$x, tapprox$x[length(tapprox$x):1])
 polysp <- c(tapprox$y, rep(0, length(tapprox$y)))
 
 # setting the bounds for the polygons
 spA <- polysp
 spB <- polysp
 spC <- polysp
 spD <- polysp
 
 spA[spA<2] <- 2
 spB[spB>2] <- 2
 spB[spB<0] <- 0
 spC[spC>0] <- 0
 spC[spC<(-2)] <- (-2)
 spD[spD>(-2)] <- (-2)
 
 # plot the selected standardized precip index (change the column used from 
wdat matrix as needed)
 pdf(paste('div8_', tolower(spvar), '_2000_2011.pdf', sep=''), width=8, 
height=5)
 plot(
  wdat$YearMonth[seldecade],
  wdat[seldecade, spvar],
  type='o',
  pch=18,
  xlab='Year',
  ylab='Standardized Precipitation Index',
  main=paste(aSPNUM, 'Month Standardized Precipitation Index: 2000-2011'),
  sub='Climate Division 8'
  )
 polygon(polyspd, spA, col="forest green")
 polygon(polyspd, spB, col="light green")
 polygon(polyspd, spC, col="tan")
 polygon(polyspd, spD, col="tan4")
 abline(h=0)
 abline(h=-2)
 abline(h=2)
 dev.off()
}
#----------------------------------------------------------------------
# code for annual temp and precip time series w/5-yr running mean
# average precip(PCP) & temp(TMP) over each year
adat <- aggregate(PCP~YEAR, FUN=sum, data=wdat, na.rm=T)
a2dat <- aggregate(TMP~YEAR, FUN=mean, data=wdat, na.rm=T)

# creating the running means of the variables
preciprm <- running.mean(adat$PCP,5)
temprm <- running.mean(a2dat$TMP,5)
daterm <- running.mean(adat$YEAR,5)
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# creating the polygons
polyspp <- preciprm
polyspdp <- daterm

tapprox <- approx(polyspdp, polyspp, n=1000)
polyspdp <- c(tapprox$x, tapprox$x[length(tapprox$x):1])
polyspp <- c(tapprox$y, rep(mean(adat$PCP), length(tapprox$y)))

polyspt <- temprm
polyspdt <- daterm

tapprox <- approx(polyspdt, polyspt, n=1000)
polyspdt <- c(tapprox$x, tapprox$x[length(tapprox$x):1])
polyspt <- c(tapprox$y, rep(mean(a2dat$TMP), length(tapprox$y)))

# setting the bounds for the polygons
pcpA <- polyspp
pcpB <- polyspp
pcpA[pcpA<mean(adat$PCP)] <- mean(adat$PCP)
pcpB[pcpB>mean(adat$PCP)] <- mean(adat$PCP)

tmpA <- polyspt
tmpB <- polyspt
tmpA[tmpA<mean(a2dat$TMP)] <- mean(a2dat$TMP)
tmpB[tmpB>mean(a2dat$TMP)] <- mean(a2dat$TMP)

# plot of the total yearly averaged precip with a 5 year running mean
pdf('div8_total_precip_5yr.pdf', width=8, height=5)
plot(
 adat$YEAR,
 adat$PCP,
 type='o',
 pch=18,
 col='grey',
 xlab='Year',
 ylab='Precipitation (Inches)',
 main='Annual Precipitation: 1895-2011 with 5-yr Running Mean',
 sub='Climate Division 8'
)
lines(daterm, preciprm)
polygon(polyspdp, pcpA, col="light green")
polygon(polyspdp, pcpB, col="tan")
abline(h=mean(adat$PCP))
dev.off()

# plot of the total yearly averaged temp with a 5 year running mean
pdf('div8_total_temp_5yr.pdf', width=8, height=5)
plot(
 a2dat$YEAR,
 a2dat$TMP,
 type='o',
 pch=18,
 col='grey',
 xlab='Year',
 ylab='Temperature (°F)',
 main='Annual Temperature: 1895-2011 with 5-yr Running Mean',
 sub='Climate Division 8'
)
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lines(daterm, temprm)
polygon(polyspdt, tmpA, col="salmon")
polygon(polyspdt, tmpB, col="lightblue3")
abline(h=mean(a2dat$TMP))
dev.off()

#----------------------------------------------------------------------
# functions to create the seasonal averages
seamean <- function(x, season, type="mean"){
 dd <- matrix(x, ncol=3, byrow=T)
 if((length(x)%%3)){dd <- dd[-nrow(tf),]}
 dmat <- rbind(
  c(31, 31, 28),
  c(31, 30, 31),
  c(30, 31, 31),
  c(30, 31, 30)
 )
 if(type=="mean"){
  ret <- dd %*% dmat[season,]
  ret <- ret/sum(dmat[season,])
 } else if(type=="sum"){
  ret <- apply(dd, 1, sum)
 }
 return(ret)
}

season_avg = function(data, season, vars, type="mean"){
 snum <- match(season, c("Winter", "Spring", "Summer", "Fall"))
 sels <- rbind(
  c(12, 1, 2),
  c(3:5),
  c(6:8),
  c(9:11)
 )
 msel <- data$MONTH %in% sels[snum,]
 td <- data[msel,]
 wd <- which(td$MONTH == sels[snum,1])[1]
 t2 <- data.frame(td[wd:nrow(td), ])
 we <- which(t2$MONTH == sels[snum, 3])
 we <- we[length(we)]
 t3 <- t2[1:we,]
 rYear <- t3$YEAR[t3$MONTH==sels[snum, 3]]
 te <- data.frame(t3[, vars])
 tf <- apply(te, 2, seamean, season=snum, type=type)
 tg <- data.frame(tf)
 names(tg) <- vars
 tg$YEAR <- rYear
 rownames(tg) <- 1:nrow(tg)
 return(tg)
}

# code for the temperature and precipitation plots for each season
theSeasons <- c("Winter", "Spring", "Summer", "Fall")
for(aSeason in theSeasons){
 # function call for the specific season you want to work with (need to 
change the season manually to get all 4)
 (fdat <- merge(season_avg(wdat, aSeason, "TMP"), season_avg(wdat, aSeason, 
"PCP", type="sum"), all=TRUE))
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 # creating the running means of the variables
 preciprm <- running.mean(fdat$PCP,5)
 temprm <- running.mean(fdat$TMP,5)
 daterm <- running.mean(fdat$YEAR,5)
 
 # creating the polygons
 polyspp <- preciprm
 polyspdp <- daterm
 
 tapprox <- approx(polyspdp, polyspp, n=1000)
 polyspdp <- c(tapprox$x, tapprox$x[length(tapprox$x):1])
 polyspp <- c(tapprox$y, rep(mean(fdat$PCP), length(tapprox$y)))
 
 polyspt <- temprm
 polyspdt <- daterm
 
 tapprox <- approx(polyspdt, polyspt, n=1000)
 polyspdt <- c(tapprox$x, tapprox$x[length(tapprox$x):1])
 polyspt <- c(tapprox$y, rep(mean(fdat$TMP), length(tapprox$y)))
 
 # setting the bounds for the polygons
 pcpA <- polyspp
 pcpB <- polyspp
 pcpA[pcpA<mean(fdat$PCP)] <- mean(fdat$PCP)
 pcpB[pcpB>mean(fdat$PCP)] <- mean(fdat$PCP)
 
 tmpA <- polyspt
 tmpB <- polyspt
 tmpA[tmpA<mean(fdat$TMP)] <- mean(fdat$TMP)
 tmpB[tmpB>mean(fdat$TMP)] <- mean(fdat$TMP)
 
 # plot of the seasonal yearly averaged precip with a 5 year running mean
 pdf(paste('div8_', tolower(aSeason), '_precip_5yr.pdf', sep=''), width=8, 
height=5)
 plot(
  fdat$YEAR, 
  fdat$PCP, 
  type='o', 
  pch=18,
  col='grey',
  xlab='Year',
  ylab='Precipitation (Inches)',
  main=paste(aSeason, 'Precipitation: 1895-2011 with 5-yr Running Mean'),
  sub='Climate Division 8'
  )
 lines(daterm, preciprm)
 polygon(polyspdp, pcpA, col="light green")
 polygon(polyspdp, pcpB, col="tan")
 abline(h=mean(fdat$PCP))
 dev.off()
 
 # plot of the seasonal yearly averaged temp with a 5 year running mean
 pdf(paste('div8_', tolower(aSeason), '_temp_5yr.pdf', sep=''), width=8, 
height=5)
 plot(
  fdat$YEAR, 
  fdat$TMP, 
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  type='o', 
  pch=18,
  col='grey',
  xlab='Year',
  ylab='Temperature (°F)',
  main=paste(aSeason, 'Temperature: 1895-2011 with 5-yr Running Mean'),
  sub='Climate Division 8'
  )
 lines(daterm, temprm)
 polygon(polyspdt, tmpA, col="salmon")
 polygon(polyspdt, tmpB, col="lightblue3")
 abline(h=mean(fdat$TMP))
 dev.off()
}

Individual Station Level Graphics
# Program to create the temperature & precipitation graphics for all of the 
selected stations
# Code by Virginia Silvis, virginia.silvis@ou.edu
# Last edited: 6/8/2014
#
#   Copyright 2012-2014 University of Oklahoma. All rights reserved.
#
#   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
#   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
#   You may obtain a copy of the License at
# 
#        http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
# 
#   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
#   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
#   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
#   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
#   limitations under the License.

# needed package for the running mean function
require("igraph")

loc <- c("pontotoc", "murray", "nwr_johnston", "meso_johnston")
for(aloc in loc){
 # read in data for all three counties: pontotoc, murray, & johnston
 if(aloc=="pontotoc"){
  pontotoc = read.csv("Pontotoc_County_all.csv", header=T)
  
  # assign plot title & label details
  station_name <- "ada"
  plot_title <- "Ada"
  lat <- 34.78333
  lon <- -96.68333
  begyr <- 1907
  endyrt <- endyrp <- 2010
  
  # reassign so that just the data wanted will be lookd at
  pontotoc <- pontotoc[pontotoc$STATION_NAME=="ADA",]
  
  # assign info to working data matrix
  wdat <- pontotoc[,c("DATE","PRCP","TMAX","TMIN")]
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 }
 
 if(aloc=="murray"){ 
  murray1 = read.csv("chickasaw_nra_murray.csv", header=T)
  murray2 = read.csv("sulphur_platt_ntl_pk_murray.csv", header=T)
  
  # assign plot title & label details
  station_name <- "chickasaw"
  plot_title <- "Chickasaw NRA"
  lat <- 34.50
  lon <- -96.97
  begyr <- 1917
  endyrt <- endyrp <- 2011
  
  # merge the 2 murray files into 1 dataset & sort them into proper order
  murray <- merge(murray2,murray1, all=T)
  murray <- murray[order(murray$DATE),]
  
  # assign info to working data matrix
  wdat <- murray[,c("DATE","PRCP","TMAX","TMIN")]
 }
  
 if(aloc=="nwr_johnston"){
  johnston = read.csv("Johnston_County_all.csv", header=T)
    
  # assign plot title & label details
  station_name <- "tishomingo"
  plot_title <- "Tishomingo NWR"
  lat <- 34.21667
  lon <- -96.68333
  begyr <- 1903
  endyrt <- 1975
  endyrp <- 2011
  
  # reassign so that just the data wanted will be lookd at
  johnston <- johnston[johnston$STATION_NAME=="TISHOMINGO NATIONAL WR",]
    
  # assign info to working data matrix
  wdat <- johnston[,c("DATE","PRCP","TMAX","TMIN")]
 }
    
 if(aloc=="meso_johnston"){
  johnston_meso = read.csv("tishomingo_mesonet_johnston.csv")
  
  # assign plot title & label details
  station_name <- "tishomingo"
  plot_title <- "Tishomingo Mesonet"
  lat <- 34.332620 
  lon <- -96.678950
  begyr <- 1997
  endyr <- 2011
    
  # assign info to working data matrix
  wdat <- johnston_meso 
 }
 
 if(aloc=="meso_johnston"){
  # assign NA to all missing values
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  wdat[wdat==-996] = NA
 }
 
 else{
  # assign NA to all missing values
  wdat[wdat==9999] = NA
  
  # identify & format the date vector
  wdat$DATE <- as.Date(as.character(wdat$DATE), format="%Y%m%d")
  
  # pull both a month & a year value out of the DATE vector
  wdat$MONTH <- as.POSIXlt(wdat$DATE)$mon + 1
  wdat$YEAR <- as.POSIXlt(wdat$DATE)$year + 1900
 } 
 
 # create the T_avg for each day (mesonet)
 wdat$TMP <- apply( cbind(wdat$TMIN, wdat$TMAX), 1, mean, na.rm=T)
   
 wdat$SEASON <- factor("Winter", levels=c("Winter", "Spring", "Summer", 
"Fall"))
 wdat$SEASON[wdat$MONTH %in% c(3:5)] <- factor("Spring", levels=c("Winter", 
"Spring", "Summer", "Fall"))
 wdat$SEASON[wdat$MONTH %in% c(6:8)] <- factor("Summer", levels=c("Winter", 
"Spring", "Summer", "Fall"))
 wdat$SEASON[wdat$MONTH %in% c(9:11)] <- factor("Fall", levels=c("Winter", 
"Spring", "Summer", "Fall"))
 
 # December 1907 should correspond to winter 1908 so I'm adding 1 to the year 
in each december
 xdat <- wdat
 xdat$YEAR[xdat$MONTH==12] <- xdat$YEAR[xdat$MONTH==12] + 1
 if("PRCP" %in% names(xdat)){
  sdat <- aggregate(PRCP~SEASON*YEAR, FUN=sum, data=xdat, na.rm=T)
  
  # since PRCP is in tenths of mm you need to divide by 10 to get the 
actual value (not for johnson_meso)
  sdat$PRCP <- sdat$PRCP/10
 
  # Convert from mm to inches
  sdat$PRCP <- sdat$PRCP/25.4
  } else {
   print(paste("PRCP is not in data ... not processing precipitaion 
for ", aloc))
  }
 adat <- aggregate(TMP~SEASON*YEAR, FUN=mean, data=xdat, na.rm=T)
 
 if(aloc!="meso_johnston"){ 
  # since TMP is in tenths of deg C you need to divide by 10 to get the 
actual value 
  adat$TMP <- adat$TMP/10
  
  # convert from deg C to deg F
  adat$TMP <- (adat$TMP*(9/5)+32)
 }
 
 theSeasons <- c("Winter", "Spring", "Summer", "Fall")
 for(aSeason in theSeasons){
  selseason <- (sdat$SEASON==aSeason)
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  selseason2 <- (adat$SEASON==aSeason)
  
  # creating the running means of the variables
  preciprm <- running.mean(sdat$PRCP[selseason],5)
  daterm <- running.mean(sdat$YEAR[selseason],5)
  
  temprm <- running.mean(adat$TMP[selseason2],5)
  datermt <- running.mean(adat$YEAR[selseason2],5)
  
  # creating the polygons
  polyspp <- preciprm
  polyspdp <- daterm
  
  tapprox <- approx(polyspdp, polyspp, n=1000)
  polyspdp <- c(tapprox$x, tapprox$x[length(tapprox$x):1])
  polyspp <- c(tapprox$y, rep(mean(sdat$PRCP[selseason]), length(tapprox
$y)))
  
  polyspt <- temprm
  polyspdt <- datermt
  
  tapprox <- approx(polyspdt, polyspt, n=1000)
  polyspdt <- c(tapprox$x, tapprox$x[length(tapprox$x):1])
  polyspt <- c(tapprox$y, rep(mean(adat$TMP[selseason2]), length(tapprox
$y)))
  
  # setting the bounds for the polygons
  pcpA <- polyspp
  pcpB <- polyspp
  pcpA[pcpA<mean(sdat$PRCP[selseason])] <- mean(sdat$PRCP[selseason])
  pcpB[pcpB>mean(sdat$PRCP[selseason])] <- mean(sdat$PRCP[selseason])
  
  tmpA <- polyspt
  tmpB <- polyspt
  tmpA[tmpA<mean(adat$TMP[selseason2])] <- mean(adat$TMP[selseason2])
  tmpB[tmpB>mean(adat$TMP[selseason2])] <- mean(adat$TMP[selseason2])
  
  if(aloc=="meso_johnston"){
   pdf(paste(station_name, aloc, tolower(aSeason), 'temp_5yr.pdf', 
sep='_'), width=8, height=5)
   plot(
    adat$YEAR[selseason2], 
    adat$TMP[selseason2], 
    type='o', 
    pch=18,
    col='grey',
    xlab='Year',
    ylab='Temperature (°F)',
    main=paste(plot_title,' ', aSeason, ' Temperature: ', 
begyr,'-',endyr, ' with 5-yr Running Mean', sep=''),
    sub=paste('Latitude =', lat,'& Longitude =', lon)
    )
   lines(datermt, temprm)
   polygon(polyspdt, tmpA, col="salmon")
   polygon(polyspdt, tmpB, col="lightblue3")
   abline(h=mean(adat$TMP[selseason2]))
   dev.off()
  }
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  else{
   # Temperature & precipitation plots 
   pdf(paste(station_name, aloc, tolower(aSeason), 'temp_5yr.pdf', 
sep='_'), width=8, height=5)
   plot(
    adat$YEAR[selseason2], 
    adat$TMP[selseason2], 
    type='o', 
    pch=18,
    col='grey',
    xlab='Year',
    ylab='Temperature (°F)',
    main=paste(plot_title,' ', aSeason, ' Temperature: ', 
begyr,'-',endyrt, ' with 5-yr Running Mean', sep=''),
    sub=paste('Latitude =', lat,'& Longitude =', lon)
    )
   lines(datermt, temprm)
   polygon(polyspdt, tmpA, col="salmon")
   polygon(polyspdt, tmpB, col="lightblue3")
   abline(h=mean(adat$TMP[selseason2]))
   dev.off()

   
   pdf(paste(station_name, aloc, tolower(aSeason), 'precip_5yr.pdf', 
sep='_'), width=8, height=5)
   plot(
    sdat$YEAR[selseason], 
    sdat$PRCP[selseason], 
    type='o', 
    pch=18,
    col='grey',
    xlab='Year',
    ylab='Precipitation (Inches)',
    main=paste(plot_title,' ', aSeason, ' Precipitation: ', 
begyr,'-',endyrt, ' with 5-yr Running Mean', sep=''),
    sub=paste('Latitude =', lat,'& Longitude =', lon)
    )
   lines(daterm, preciprm)
   polygon(polyspdp, pcpA, col="light green")
   polygon(polyspdp, pcpB, col="tan")
   abline(h=mean(sdat$PRCP[selseason]))
   dev.off()
  }
 }
}
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EXAMPLE FILES
The following example files are provided with the aforementioned source code. For brevity, they 
only contain a few lines of sample data.

Climate Division Data Set
Sample data for Climate Division 8 in south-central Oklahoma.

StateCode,Division,YearMonth,    PCP,    TMP,   PDSI,   PHDI,   ZNDX,   PMDI,    
CDD,    HDD,   SP01,   SP02,   SP03,   SP06,   SP09,   SP12,   SP24,
       34,      08,   189501,   1.23,  37.30,   0.00,   0.00,  -0.01,   0.00,     
0.,   812.,  -0.24, -99.99, -99.99, -99.99, -99.99, -99.99, -99.99,
       34,      08,   189502,   0.11,  33.40,  -0.57,  -0.57,  -1.69,  -0.57,     
0.,   848.,  -1.64,  -1.21, -99.99, -99.99, -99.99, -99.99, -99.99,
       34,      08,   189503,   1.53,  52.40,  -0.93,  -0.93,  -1.27,  -0.93,    
19.,   357.,  -0.82,  -1.70,  -1.41, -99.99, -99.99, -99.99, -99.99,
       34,      08,   189504,   1.47,  65.40,  -1.59,  -1.59,  -2.28,  -1.59,   
109.,    61.,  -1.29,  -1.69,  -3.09, -99.99, -99.99, -99.99, -99.99,
       34,      08,   189505,   5.10,  70.10,  -1.66,  -1.66,  -0.70,  -1.66,   
192.,    12.,  -0.06,  -0.77,  -1.10, -99.99, -99.99, -99.99, -99.99,
       34,      08,   189506,   6.59,  77.40,   0.71,  -0.78,   2.14,   0.37,   
387.,     0.,   1.07,   0.63,   0.03,  -0.67, -99.99, -99.99, -99.99,

Cooperative Observer (COOP) Station Data Set
Sample data for Tishomingo National Wildlife Refuge COOP station (ID #348884) in Johnston 
County, Oklahoma.

STATION,STATION_NAME,ELEVATION,LATITUDE,LONGITUDE,DATE,DAPR,DASF,MDPR,MDSF,PR
CP,SNOW,SNWD,TMAX,TMIN,TOBS
GHCND:USC00348884,TISHOMINGO NATIONAL WR,unknown,unknown,unknown,
19021201,9999,9999,9999,9999,107,0,0,156,56,9999
GHCND:USC00348884,TISHOMINGO NATIONAL WR,unknown,unknown,unknown,
19021202,9999,9999,9999,9999,0,0,0,200,28,9999
GHCND:USC00348884,TISHOMINGO NATIONAL WR,unknown,unknown,unknown,
19021203,9999,9999,9999,9999,81,81,76,28,-56,9999
GHCND:USC00348884,TISHOMINGO NATIONAL WR,unknown,unknown,unknown,
19021204,9999,9999,9999,9999,0,0,0,33,-72,9999
GHCND:USC00348884,TISHOMINGO NATIONAL WR,unknown,unknown,unknown,
19021205,9999,9999,9999,9999,0,0,0,117,-44,9999

Oklahoma Mesonet Station Data Set
Sample data for Tishomingo Mesonet site in Johnston County, Oklahoma.

YEAR,MONTH,DAY,STID,TMAX,TMIN
1994,1,1,TISH,-996,-996
1994,1,2,TISH,-996,-996
1994,1,3,TISH,-996,-996
1994,1,4,TISH,-996,-996
1994,1,5,TISH,-996,-996
1994,1,6,TISH,-996,-996
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